How do I look after my big bottle?

Made from high grade Eastman USA plastic and the latest
manufacturing techniques, your
Big Bottle is designed to Live Big with you every single
day. However please note, due to its unique tapereddesign and large water holding capacity that it is not
invincible.
Treat your bottle with care and follow the below
instructions so that you can continue to enjoy all its
benefits.

First Time Use:
Please ensure that you follow these steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Check that the white inner rubber seal is flush within the inside of the cap.
Fill your bottle with 1 litre of cool water.
Twist cap - DO NOT over tighten. It should fit snugly and securely.
Again holding your Big Bottle by the handle (over the sink) please tip your Big Bottle
upside down to ensure that your cap and seal are watertight.
Turn your bottle upright again and lightly shake your bottle before disposing of the cool
water.
Wash your Big Bottle with some warm/hot soapy water, including the inside of the cap.
Rinse thoroughly with warm water.
Your Big Bottle is now ready to use. Enjoy!

DO NOT place your Big Bottle on top of other objects where it is not balanced or secure.
Whilst it can be tempting and fun we DO NOT recommend picking-up and/or holding the bottle by
the strap - this may reduce the longevity of your bottle and even possibly cause severe damage
to your Big Bottle.

Dishwashing:
A residential “dishwasher safe” standard means no

greater than a 60-degree cycle.
We are an independently tested and accredited
“dishwasher safe” product.
Please check your dishwasher model and instructions
before washing your bottle to ensure that the wash you
are about to use does not exceed this maximum
heating range.
Due to the unique shape and size of your big bottle it is
important that you place it in a position in your
dishwasher where it can stand independently and have
water running in and out of it freely. Do not lay your
bottle down where it may have extremely hot water
trapped inside it for any period of time.
Please note: that if you have a rose-gold or black
matte cap we recommend you remove it prior to
dishwashing to protect the integrity of the finish.

Do not’s
DO NOT use above 60 degrees, pot and/or heavy
cycles when dishwashing – this may damage your
bottle.
DO NOT lean your Big Bottle against the side of the
dishwasher or against pots, pans or any other item.

Handwashing:
If a dishwasher isn’t your thing or you are unsure of your dishwashing machines setting - just
use some warm/hot water with your preferred dishwashing liquid, a good old shake holding from
the handle, a quick scrub around the mouth piece and then rinse.
Allow your bottle to return to room temperature before placing any cold liquid in it.

Keeping your water icy cool:
Most health practitioners recommend drinking your water at room temperature for maximum
health benefits. However If you like your water a little cooler please note the following:
1/ Place it in the fridge in a secure and flat position. It will cool very quickly and maintain that
cooler temperature for most of the day.
The large mouth-piece is also perfect for ice cubes - so feel free to pop some ice into your bottle
to begin the day.
If you wish to place your Big Bottle in the freezer please ensure that you are following these
instructions in order to avoid possible damage; given its very large capacity to hold water and its
unique shapes you must follow this outline.

Do not’s
NO greater than minus 8 degrees. Do not fill your bottle more than 1/2 full if planning on placing
in the freezer and do not leave within the freezer for greater than 4 hours at a time.
DO NOT try and force it into side enclosures (that are not designed nor have the space for
bottles of this size).

TeamBBC
TeamBBC are here to help in anyway we can. Our email is teambbc@thebigbottleco.com and if
you ever require assistance or have some questions please feel free to contact us at anytime.
It is staffed from Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm AEST, but we will always look to respond to your
email as quickly as possible.

PLEASE NOTE:
The Big Bottle is designed to make achieving your daily hydration
needs fun and easy; it is not designed to withstand large drops,
force, impact or being exposed to extreme conditions.

